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Summary of Facts and Submissions

I. The appellant (opponent) lodged an appeal on 18 September 2009 against the decision dispatched on 31 July 2009 of the opposition division in which the opposition filed against European patent No. 1 019 649 was rejected. The appeal fee was paid simultaneously and the statement setting out the grounds of appeal was received on 2 December 2009.

II. The following documents are referred to in the present decision:

D1: extract from the thesis "Methoden zur Fehlererkennung an Komponenten im geschlossenen Regelkreis", R. Deibert, series 8: "Meß-, Steuerungs- und Regelungstechnik", number 650, pages I to IX, 1 to 33 and 64 to 115;


D3: email from Mr. W. Bittner of "VDI-Verlag GmbH" concerning the publication date of document D1;

D4: screenshot of a page from the "IEEE Xplore digital library" web site concerning the publication date of document D2.

III. The opposition was filed against the patent as a whole based on Article 100(a) EPC (lack of inventive step, Article 56 EPC). The opposition division held that the thesis D1 and the conference paper D2 do not constitute prior art according to Article 54(2) EPC, because there
was insufficient evidence concerning the respective dates at which these documents were allegedly made available to the public. As the only lack of inventive step arguments advanced during these opposition proceedings were based on documents D1 and D2, the opposition division rejected the opposition.

IV. The appellant requested that the decision under appeal be set aside and that the patent in suit be revoked. Oral proceedings were requested as an auxiliary measure.

The respondent (patent proprietor) requested oral proceedings in case the board intended to discuss the patentability of the claims or revoke the patent.

V. In the written procedure, the appellant argued essentially as follows:

Documents D3 and D4 were respectively filed with the grounds of appeal as evidence for documents D1 and D2 having been available to the public before the priority date of the patent in suit. Therefore, documents D1 and D2 constituted prior art according to Article 54(2) EPC. Thus, the decision of the opposition division concerning the lack of evidence concerning the publication of documents D1 and D2 no longer had any basis.

VI. In the written procedure, the respondent argued essentially as follows:

It was assumed the board would satisfy itself as to the particulars of the evidence provided by documents D3 and D4 and that, if the board accepted documents D1 and
D2 as prior published, the case would be remitted to the opposition division.

VII. In an annex to the summons to oral proceedings dated 04 April 2012, the board notified the parties that it was of the provisional opinion that the evidence provided by the appellant appeared to indicate that the documents D1 and D2 were available to the public before the priority date of the patent in suit.

On 15 May 2012, the representative of the respondent informed the board that the respondent would not be represented at the oral proceedings scheduled for 18 June 2012 and that the respondent expected the board to allow documents D1 and D2 to be considered as prior art and for the case to be remitted to the opposition division to discuss patentability issues.

On 6 June 2012, the representative of the appellant informed the Board that the appellant would not attend the oral proceedings either and that the appellant agreed to the matter being remitted to the first instance with documents D1 and D2 to be considered as prior art.

On 11 June 2012, the board notified the parties by fax that the oral proceedings were cancelled.

Reasons for the Decision

1. The appeal is admissible.

2. In view of the parties' statements in the letters of 15 May 2012 and 6 June 2012, it was not necessary to hold oral proceedings before the board.
3. Publication of documents D1 and D2

3.1 With the email D3, Mr Wolfgang Bittner from the sales management ("Vertriebsabwicklung Schriftenreihen") of the editor "VDI Verlag GmbH" reports that the thesis D1 was made available to the public on 11 August 1997, i.e. before the priority date of 29 September 1997 of the patent in suit. This evidence was not contested by the respondent.

On the basis of this evidence, the board thus considers that the thesis D1 constitutes prior art in the sense of Article 54(2) EPC 1973 for the patent in suit.

3.2 The screenshot D4 of the page from the "IEEE Xplore digital library" web site indicates a publication date of 4-6 June 1997 for conference paper D2. This range of dates is before the priority date of 29 September 1997 of the patent in suit. This evidence was not contested by the respondent.

On the basis of this evidence, the board thus considers that the conference paper D2 constitutes prior art in the sense of Article 54(2) EPC 1973 for the patent in suit.

4. Remittal

As the thesis D1 and the conference paper D2 constitute prior art (Article 54(2) EPC 1973) and as, so far, there was no opportunity for a discussion of the patentability of the claims at first instance, the board considers it appropriate to exercise its discretion under Article 111(1) EPC 1973 and remit the
case to the department of first instance for further prosecution.

Order

For these reasons it is decided that:

1. The decision under appeal is set aside.

2. The case is remitted to the department of first instance for further prosecution.
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